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Wavelet-based multiscale analysis of geomagnetic disturbance
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The dynamics of external contributions to the geomagnetic field is investigated by applying time-frequency
methods to magnetic observatory data. Fractal models and multiscale analysis enable obtaining maximum
quantitative information related to the short-term dynamics of the geomagnetic field activity. The stochastic
properties of the horizontal component of the transient external field are determined by searching for scaling
laws in the power spectra. The spectrum fits a power law with a scaling exponent β, a typical characteristic of
self-affine time-series. Local variations in the power-law exponent are investigated by applying wavelet analysis
to the same time-series. These analyses highlight the self-affine properties of geomagnetic perturbations and their
persistence. Moreover, they show that the main phases of sudden storm disturbances are uniquely characterized
by a scaling exponent varying between 1 and 3, possibly related to the energy contained in the external field.
These new findings suggest the existence of a long-range dependence, the scaling exponent being an efficient
indicator of geomagnetic activity and singularity detection. These results show that by using magnetogram
regularity to reflect the magnetosphere activity, a theoretical analysis of the external geomagnetic field based
on local power-law exponents is possible.
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1. Introduction
When the geomagnetic field interacts with the solar mag-

netic field carried by the solar wind (the interplanetary mag-
netic field), a considerable transfer of energy takes place
into the Earth’s magnetosphere. Magnetic effects can be
seen via the ring current, dominating at middle and low lat-
itudes, and a system of ionospheric electrojet currents at
higher latitudes. Magnetic disturbance phenomena, such
as magnetic storms (MSs) and substorms, are linked to
these current systems (Kamide et al., 1998). The field-
aligned currents provide a link between the high- and the
low-latitude current distributions, and contribute to increas-
ing the complexity of the entire system. All these current
systems affect the geomagnetic field, and especially its hor-
izontal component at the Earth’s surface.

The sudden and sharp changes in the geomagnetic field
temporal variations, storms and substorms are two kinds of
different events, as storms are a global reaction to extreme
interplanetary conditions, mostly after solar eruptive events
such as coronal mass ejections (CMEs). The most impor-
tant geomagnetic storms are found to be mainly caused by
CMEs (Gosling et al., 1990; Bothmer and Schwenn, 1995;
Tsurutani and Gonzalez, 1995; Zhang et al., 2003). Storms
and substorms are major constituents of geomagnetic activ-
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ity and play a crucial role in efforts to define space weather
(Kamide et al., 1998; Freeman, 2001; Angelopoulos et al.,
2008). Intense geomagnetic storms occurring at extreme so-
lar events, can affect modern life by disturbing technologi-
cal systems (Baker, 2000; Daglis et al., 2001). The strength
of geomagnetic storms is mainly reflected by the Dst index
(http://swdcwww.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp/).

The internal mechanism of geomagnetic fluctuations ac-
companying the development of geomagnetic storms and
substorms is a complex nonlinear system. Some previous
works have demonstrated the statistical self-affinity proper-
ties observed in the geomagnetic times series (Chang, 1999;
Sitnov et al., 2001; Uritsky et al., 2001, 2006; Kovacs et al.,
2001; Lui, 2002; Wanliss, 2005a; Balasis et al., 2006; Wan-
liss and Dobias, 2007).

It has been found that variations of the external geo-
magnetic field exhibit a power-law spectrum with a spec-
tral exponent varying over different lengths of time. This
behaviour indicates that the external geomagnetic field is
a multiscale process (Uritsky et al., 2001; Balasis et al.,
2006). Considering current efforts in understanding the
magnetic geo-environment and improving space weather
forecasting, it is evident that the use of classical methods,
such as the Fourier Transform for analysing the magnetic
signal, or the geomagnetic index Dst, cannot yield any in-
formation on the temporal evolution of geomagnetic storm
activity (Balasis et al., 2006). Therefore, new signal pro-
cessing tools for the analysis and modelling of geomagnetic
activity are required.
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The mathematical properties of the wavelet transform
such as the “time-scale” representation are extensively used
and show the intrinsic multiscale complexity of the geo-
magnetic signal. With a local decomposition of a multi-
scale signal, wavelet analysis is particularly suited to detect
and follow the time evolution of the frequency distribution
of a given time series (Ivanov et al., 2001; Kovacs et al.,
2001; Lui, 2002; Mendes et al., 2005; Mandea and Balasis,
2006; Zaourar et al., 2006; Gaci et al., 2010). This property
is particularly important when one considers non-stationary
processes. Moreover, wavelet analysis is a powerful mul-
tiscale resolution technique, well suited to deeply under-
standing the complex features of real world processes: dif-
ferent ‘kinds’ of (multi)-fractality, long-range dependence
(LRD), non-stationary, oscillatory behaviour and trends.
Wavelet-based estimators have been used very successfully
for estimating scaling behaviour applied to time series (Bal-
asis et al., 2006; Zaourar et al., 2010). The central proper-
ties of a self-affine process enables a scaling relation to be
established between wavelet coefficients and scale. The lo-
cal spectral exponent is then easily derived.

Extending research into the fractal spectral properties of
the SYM-H index, studied by Wanliss (2005a), and of the
Dst index, developed by Balasis et al. (2006), we exam-
ine the geomagnetic disturbances recorded at three geo-
magnetic observatories. The purpose of this study is to
apply wavelet analysis to reveal the fractal properties and
LRD characteristics of geomagnetic disturbances, directly
reflected by geomagnetic field recordings. Indeed, these lo-
cal spectral features of the scale laws governing these sig-
nals highlight the self-affine properties of geomagnetic per-
turbations and their persistence.

This paper presents a description of the mathematical
tools applied, and a detailed discussion of the results ob-
tained. Section 2 presents the methods of analysis, starting
with the scaling process and continuing with the continu-
ous wavelet analysis of the scaling processes. An in-depth
account of the data selection is given in Section 3, and the
main results can be found in Section 4. Some possible di-
rections for future research are briefly discussed in the con-
cluding Section 5.

2. Analysis Methods
2.1 Scaling process

The notion of scale invariance is defined closely as the
absence of characteristic scales of a time series. Its main
consequence is that the whole and its parts cannot be statis-
tically distinguished from each other. The concept of scal-
ing behaviour is associated with different features such as
LRD, self-affinity or multi-fractality. All these processes
are characterized by the fact that their power spectra behave
as a power law of the scale. The most popular model that
displays scaling behaviour is certainly fractional Brownian
motion (fBm). Introduced by Mandelbrot and Ness (1968),
fBm is a family of Gaussian processes {BH (t), t > 0} in-
dexed by a single parameter H called Hurst’s parameter
with a mean of 0, and stationary increments and BH (0) = 0.
Its covariance is given by:

E{BH (t)BH (u)} = σ 2

2

[
t2H + |u|2H + |t − u|2H

]
, (1)

where 0 < H < 1, σ > 0 and E{.} denotes the expected
value. Note that, with H = 1/2, B1/2(t) corresponds to the
classical Brownian motion with independent increments.
One of the main assets of fBm is that it obeys the self-affine
relationship:

BH (λt) ≈ λH BH (t). (2)

Here, the symbol ≈ means statistical equality, and λ is
real (λ > 0). Equation (2) expresses the fact that in self-
affine processes one must rescale the horizontal and vertical
directions differently (λ for t and λH for BH (t)) in order to
have statistical invariance. Thus, self-affine processes are
anisotropic by construction in the horizontal and vertical
directions.

As with the fBm, the geomagnetic fluctuations are gov-
erned by scale laws where the power spectra are approxi-
mately inversely proportional to the frequency f > 0 (Man-
delbrot, 1985):

S( f ) ∼ f −β, (3)

where the spectral exponent β = 2H + 1, controls the
degree of correlation between successive points. Following
Pilkington and Todoeschuck (1990), two properties depend
on the value of β.

(i) The degree of correlation: β = 0 corresponds to the
classical case of white noise where the values are com-
pletely uncorrelated and for which interpolation is forbid-
den. β < 0, corresponds to anti-correlated values. β > 0 is
for positively-correlated values.

(ii) The stationarity of the series: for β < 1, the sequence
is weakly stationary in the sense that two separate samples
have the same average, which can be defined as an aver-
age of the stochastic process. If β > 1, the sequence is
non-stationary (Pilkington and Todoeschuck, 1990, 1991),
and the process is deflected from its initial value; therefore
neither an average, nor a power spectrum, can be precisely
defined. For 1 < β < 3, the Gaussian scale noise, as de-
fined by Pilkington and Todoeschuck (1990), is not station-
ary and corresponds to an fBm. However, the power spec-
trum can be defined for all real β. In all cases, a self-affine
time series with a non-zero β has long-range (as well as
short-range) persistence and antipersistence. For small β,
correlations with large lag are small but are non-zero (Pilk-
ington and Todoeschuck, 1990). This cannot conform with
a time series which is not self-affine; such a series may have
short-range persistence (either strong or weak).

It is important to point out that the fBms display scal-
ing behaviour in a wide sense, i.e. all the features that we
have mentioned above are present in the process. Currently,
however, the scaling holds only within a finite range and
is typically approximated. A broad class of signals corre-
sponds to fractal processes, usually related to scaling in the
limit of small scales. Such time series are described by a
(local) scaling exponent, which is related to the degree of
regularity of a signal. A sudden transition in the time se-
ries is a characteristic of a system that undertakes a phase
transition, or achieves a new behaviour mode.

The fractal concept is usually used in a broader sense and
refers to any process that shows some sort of self-affinity.
The spectral range of the self-affine random of structure is
not yet clear. The power spectrum is one of the most suit-
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able measures for discussing these time issues. When the
Fourier power spectrum of a random process is proportional
to a power of frequency, this process is self-affine (Turcotte,
1997; Kantelhardt et al., 2006; Kantelhardt, 2008).
2.2 The continuous wavelet analysis of scaling pro-

cesses
The continuous wavelet transform (CWT) is a convolu-

tion product of the data sequence s(t) with the scaled and
translated version of the mother wavelet (basis function),
ψ(t). The scaling and translation are performed by two pa-
rameters: the scale parameter a stretches (or compresses)
the mother wavelet to the required resolution, while the
translation parameter b shifts the basis function to the de-
sired location. The CWT Cs(a, b), of a function s(t) is
given as follows (Grossmann and Morlet, 1984):

Cs(a, b) =
∫ +∞

−∞
s(t)ψab(t)dt, (4)

where the parameters a and b are real, a > 0 and ψ repre-
sents the complex conjugate of ψ . We define:

ψab = 1

a
1
2

ψ

(
t − b

a

)
. (5)

The function ψab is obtained from an analysing wavelet
ψ(t) by successively applying a change of a time-scale and
a change of time-shift. The analysing wavelet should be
well-localised in time-frequency and oscillating, so that:

∫ +∞

−∞
ψ(t)dt = 0, (6)

a condition needed to guarantee a perfect reconstruction
of the signal (Daubechies, 1992; Meyer, 1993; Torrésani,
1995; Mallat, 2000). Equation (6) is often completed by the
more restrictive condition:

∫ +∞

−∞
tnψ(t)dt = 0 for 0 ≤ n < p, (7)

which states that ψ is orthogonal to polynomials pn(t) of
degree n < p (i.e., to have n vanishing moments). This
property is needed to detect a singularity eventually masked
by regular behaviour represented by a polynomial of low
degree.

The wavelet transform is a particularly well-suited tool
for studying scaling processes. One can verify that the
CWT of scaling processes with stationary increments shares
some statistical properties. Indeed, the scale invariance
can be reflected by CWT as long as the analyzing wavelet
decreases quickly enough to zero (Holschneider, 1995):

Cs(λa, t0 + λb) ≈ λh(t0)+ 1
2 Cs(a, t0 + b), (8)

where h(t0) determines the Hölder exponent. Note that
the Hölder exponent h(t0) at any time t0 of almost all the
realisations of BH is H . This important relation establishes
the statistical scale invariance of the continuous wavelet
transform of self-affine time series, and it constitutes the
main property of the CWT used in this study (for more
details see Holschneider (1995)). The wavelet coefficients

have a short range correlation. Moreover, the greater is
the number p of vanishing moments of ψ in Eq. (7) is,
the shorter are the correlations. Therefore, the number of
vanishing moments is directly linked to the regularity of
the wavelet transform. More precisely, Holschneider (1995)
has shown that a high regularity of the signal is translated
via the CWT from a power-law variation:

|Cs(a, b)| ≈ ah(t0)+ 1
2 when a → 0+ (9)

This result confirms that if the stochastic process s(t) is self-
affine or, if it has some long-range dependence properties
characterised by the local exponent h(t), then the wavelet
coefficients, at a fixed scale, form a stationary process.

In this study, the analysing wavelet ψ is the so-called
Morlet wavelet (Grossmann and Morlet, 1984):

ψ(t) = 1√
π

e−t2
e−2i

√
αt , (10)

where α is the shape parameter of the wavelet. The algo-
rithm used for the CWT computation is based on the Tech-
nique of Multiple Filtering (TMF, Zaourar et al., 2006),
which has a good precision and short computation time,
compared with a direct convolution with the analysing
wavelet. In the following, we consider b = t the translation
applied to each t time point, and the frequency linked to the
scale parameter a, f = 2

√
α/a; thus Cs( f, t) ≈ Cs(a, b).

The most recent justification of this change of variables is
given by Holschneider et al. (2005). Using this change of
variables, the CWT is performed in the time-frequency do-
main and not in the time-scale one. Nevertheless, in the
following, we decide to use the term “scalogram” to iden-
tify the obtained time-frequency map. The breakdown of
the s(t) fluctuations with TMF for all the fn centre fre-
quency uniformly distributed over a logarithmic scale yields
fn = f010nd , where f0 is the first central frequency and d
is a constant. According to Eq. (8), the scalogram, or the
wavelet power spectrum, can be expressed as:

P( f, t) = |Cs( f, t)|2, (11)

which, for a sufficiently large frequency, can be re-written
as P( f, t) ≈ f −β(t), where

β(t) = 2h(t) + 1. (12)

The local spectral or scaling exponent β(t), estimated
by a least-squares fitting of a straight line to each power
spectrum plotted in a log-log diagram, describes the local
changes of the power law. It can be seen as a measurement
of the strength of the singular behaviour of the signal s(t)
around a given point t . Moreover, the scaling parameter
β(t) determines the amplitude of the short- and long-term
correlations.

3. Data
The raw datasets are obtained from three observatories:

Chambon-La-Forêt (France), Hermanus (South Africa) and
Thule (Denmark). The first two observatories are rep-
resentative of the mid-latitude geomagnetic field varia-
tions, and the third is chosen for a comparison with a
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Table 1. Geomagnetic observatories used in the analysis (in alphabetical order).

Name IAGA Code Geomagnetic coordinates

Latitude N (◦) Longitude E (◦)

Chambon-La-Forêt CLF 49.84 85.69

Hermanus HER −33.98 84.03

Thule THL 87.68 13.76

Table 2. Main events and their characteristics.

Event MS onset Min SYM-H/Dst (nT) Date(s)

15 May 1997 05/15/1997-01:59 UT −129/−115 05/15/1997

14 July 2000 07/14/2000-15:32 UT −347/−301 07/16/2000

March–April 2001 03/19/2001-11:14 UT /−149 03/20/2001

03/31/2001-00:52 UT /−284 03/31/2001

04/11/2001-13:43 UT /−271 04/11/2001

/−114 04/18/2001

6 November 2001 11/6/2001-01:52 UT /−292 11/06/2001

11/24/2001-05:56 UT

3–7 September 2002 09/07/2002-16:36 UT −168/−181 09/08/2002

28–29 October 2003 10/28/2003-02:06 UT −103/−151 10/29/2003

10/29/2003-06:11 UT −390/−353 10/30/2003

−432/−383 10/30/2003

20 November 2003 11/20/2003-08:03 UT −490/−422 11/20/2003

7–9 November 2004 11/07/2004-02:57 UT −394/−373 11/07/2003

11/07/2004-10:52 UT −271/−223 11/08/2003

11/072004-18:27 UT −282/−289 11/09/2003

11/09/2004-09:30 UT

higher latitude station. Additionally, data from the Her-
manus observatory are used together with data from 3
other mid-latitude observatories for the calculation of the
Dst index. The geomagnetic coordinates of these ob-
servatories computed using the IGRF 2005 are given in
Table 1. These datasets have been either downloaded
from the World Data Center for Geomagnetism in Ky-
oto (swdcwww.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp) or the INTERMAGNET
website (www.intermagnet.org/apps/dl data def f.php).

We focus on the horizontal component H of the geomag-
netic field, as this is mainly affected by the magnetospheric
dynamics.

The main feature of geomagnetic storms is characterised
by the Dst index, regularly derived from hourly horizontal
magnetic variations recorded at four mid-latitude geomag-
netic observatories. In terms of a time series, a geomagnetic
storm can be characterized by three phases: initial phase,
main phase, and recovery phase. The main phase is charac-
terized by a large decrease of Dst (Gonzalez et al., 1994).
A value of Dst < −50 nT is considered as the threshold
criteria to locate the beginning of a magnetic storm.

First, we are interested in the time series of the geomag-
netic field from 1 January, 1996, to 31 May, 2005, corre-
sponding to solar cycle 23; more precisely, the hourly mean
values provided by the three observatories. In order to better
illustrate the monthly perturbations, we analyse separately
the increasing phase of solar cycle 23, starting with 23 Oc-
tober, 1996, and the decreasing phase, starting with 1 July,
2003, and the year 2001, for each of the three observato-
ries. However, here we show the results obtained for the
CLF observatory, only. Second, let us note that ten large

geomagnetic storms (Dst < −100 nT) occurred near the so-
lar maximum period of solar cycle 23. From these events,
we select six geomagnetic storms which are investigated in
more detail: 15 May, 1997, 14 July, 2000, 3–7 September,
2002, 28–29 October, 2003, 20 November, 2003 and 7–9
November, 2004. The main characteristics of these events
are summarized in Table 2. The selected time intervals in-
clude the geomagnetic disturbance and a previous period of
relatively-low geomagnetic activity. In order to develop this
analysis, one-minute sampling data provided at the three
magnetic observatories are used. This sampling rate is nec-
essary for a detailed analysis. Quiet and disturbed days are
separately considered in the analysis.

4. Results and Discussion
4.1 Scaling behaviour

The results of the Fourier analysis of the horizontal mag-
netic variations for increasing phase, decreasing phase, year
2001, July 2000 and October/November 2003, are pre-
sented in Fig. 1. For all cases, Fig. 1 shows that the power
spectra follow a power-law form typical of a scaling pro-
cess, with the global exponent β corresponding to the slope
of the best fitting line in the log-log plot. The spectra dis-
played in Fig. 1 are continuous and broadband revealing the
non-periodic component of the signal. In spite of the varia-
tion in the geomagnetic time series from time scales of years
to months, all the Fourier power spectra follow a power-
law behaviour f −β . It is interesting to observe that there
are good scaling regions in all cases indicating that the geo-
magnetic disturbances are really self-affine fractals. Indeed,
the spectral exponent restricted to 1 < β < 3 is typical
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Fig. 1. Fourier power spectra of the geomagnetic variations displaying a scaling behaviour. Top: increasing phase (left), decreasing phase (middle) and
year 2001 (right). Bottom: July 2000 (left). October 2003 (middle) and November 2003 (right) obtained at the three observatories. The straight lines
are the linear least-squares fit. The slope of the regression line, indicated on each plot, reveals the global exponent β.

of fBms. As previously discussed, a self-affine time series
with a non-zero β has long-range (as well as short-range)
persistence and antipersistence. The power index seems to
be correlated with the geomagnetic activity of the sampled
area.
4.2 Wavelet-based multiscale analysis of magnetic

storms
We have applied the wavelet-based approach to analyze

the geomagnetic time series observed in a sequence from
time scales of years to months using the sampling inter-
vals described above. Wavelet analyses have no inherent
problems such as those in Fourier power-spectral analysis,

such as windowing, detrending, etc. As we have already
pointed out, by considering analysing wavelets that make
the wavelet transform blind to the low-frequency trends, any
bias in the raw data can be removed and the existence of
power-law correlation with scale-invariance properties can
be revealed accurately. The stochastic component of a time
series has two main aspects, its statistical distribution of val-
ues and its persistence. The persistence, characterized by β,
measures the correlation between adjacent values within the
time series: it can be strong (β > 1) or weak (β < 1) (Mala-
mud and Turcotte, 1999). Values of a time series can affect
other values in the time series that are not only close in time
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Fig. 2. Horizontal component temporal behaviour, as seen by the hourly means, during increasing phase (top) and decreasing phase (bottom) of the
solar cycle 23 at the CLF observatory. The corresponding dynamics of wavelet spectral exponents are also plotted.

(short range), but also far away in time (long range). Since
self-affine time series have a power-law dependence of the
power-spectral density function on frequency, they exhibit
long-range persistence.

4.2.1 Chambon-La-Forêt: a test dataset During the
first step of this analysis we use the 81920 values recorded
in the CLF observatory and corresponding to both phases of
solar cycle 23. As Fig. 2 shows, the geomagnetic time se-
ries display an heterogeneous scaling behaviour exhibiting
sharp singularities and is, therefore, suitable for a multi-
scale analysis based on a power-law exponent estimation.
We also refer to this figure the results of the processing
by CWT of both phases. It can be clearly seen that the
temporal variations of the spectral exponents β(t) indicate
up more irregularities, characterized by strong fluctuations
compared to the flatness of their measurements.

To show better the variations of the six chosen storms,
we plot (Fig. 3) several portions representing one-year vari-
ations at the CLF, except close to the solar cycle decreas-
ing phase, i.e. July 2003, when we use data over a half
year, only. Indeed, the scaling exponents delineate clearly
both the strong disturbances corresponding to the magnetic
storms. In all these cases, we observe that correlations be-
tween the geomagnetic time series and their spectral ex-
ponents show that the lowest values of β(t) coincide with
the most perturbed moment. The estimated average expo-
nent values βa ≈ 1.11 ± 0.20 for the increasing phase, and
βa ≈ 1.40±0.31 for the decreasing phase, indicate globally
an antipersistent behaviour in the time series.

4.2.2 Extended analysis
2001 Magnetic Storms: One-year window
For a detailed analysis using hourly-mean values, we

have examined the geomagnetic time series recorded at the
CLF, HER, and THL observatories during the year 2001,
characterized by two important events. Our goal is now
to make a comparative study of the wavelet spectral expo-
nent deduced from the geomagnetic time series with the Dst
index scaling behaviour studied by Balasis et al. (2006).
We would like to note that this study deals with the anal-
ysis of raw time series recorded in geomagnetic observa-
tories. In this context, the used data have not been pre-
processed (e.g. filtered) prior to the wavelet analysis. There-
fore, the scaling exponent values may fluctuate from the
values specifically known for the quiet periods (i.e., when
1 < β(t) < 2 is expected) or for the disturbed periods
(i.e., when 2 < β(t) < 3 is expected). This can clearly
be seen in Fig. 4, where the β(t) values for the Dst index
time series are also represented. The β(t) values corre-
sponding to Dst variations display a more robust, or dis-
ciplined, structure (i.e., they fall better within the theoret-
ically predicted intervals (1, 2) for antipersistency and (2,
3) for persistency). Two classes of signal have been widely
used to model stochastic fractal time series (Heneghan and
McDarby, 2000): fractional Gaussian noise (fGn) and frac-
tional Brownian motion (fBm). These are, respectively,
generalizations of white Gaussian noise and Brownian mo-
tion. A formal mathematical definition of continuous fBm
was first offered by Mandelbrot and Ness (1968). For the
case of the fGn model, the scaling exponent β lies between
−1 and 1, while the regime of fBm is indicated by β values
from 1 to 3.

The scaling exponent β is related to the Hurst exponent,
H : β = 2H + 1 with 0 < H < 1 (1 < β < 3) for the
fBm random field model (Heneghan and McDarby, 2000).
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Fig. 3. Horizontal component temporal behaviour, over one year, at the CLF observatory. The corresponding dynamics of wavelet spectral exponents
are also indicated. Geomagnetic storms considered in this study are underlined by ellipses.

Fig. 4. Horizontal component temporal behaviour, as seen by hourly means, at CLF, HER, and THL, and their corresponding dynamics of wavelet
spectral exponents. Dst index and its spectral exponents are also plotted. Ellipses show storms noted in March, April and November 2001.

The exponent H characterizes the persistent/antipersistent
properties of the signal (Balasis et al., 2006, 2008, 2009,
2011). The range 0 < H < 0.5 (1 < β < 2) indicates an-
tipersistency, which means that if the fluctuations increase
in a period, it is likely to decrease in the interval immedi-
ately following and vice versa. Physically, this implies that
fluctuations tend to induce stability within the system (neg-
ative feedback mechanism). When the time series exhibits

persistent properties, i.e., 0.5 < H < 1 (2 < β < 3),
it means that if the amplitude of the fluctuations increases
in a time interval, it is likely to continue increasing in the
next immediate interval. In other words, the underlying dy-
namics is governed by a positive feedback mechanism. The
value H = 0.5 (β = 2) suggests that there is no correlation
between the repeated increments. Consequently, this partic-
ular value takes on a special physical meaning: it marks the
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transition between antipersistent and persistent behaviour in
the time series.

Let us mention that the Dst index is calculated as
an average of four mid-latitude geomagnetic observa-
tories after taking into account the secular variation
and the system of the external Sq currents at each
location. Consequently, the Dst index catches cor-
rections applied to the magnetic field measurements
with respect to these influences [http://wdc.kugi.kyoto-
u.ac.jp/dstdir/dst2/onDstindex.html], whereas the observa-
tory data, to which the wavelet transform has been applied,
are raw measurements.

In Fig. 4, one can observe that all fluctuations have a
signature in terms of the scaling spectral exponent β(t)
computed by linear regression fitting of the scaling region.
Mainly, the intense geomagnetic storms recorded (between
20 March–18 April, and 6 November, 2001), are well iden-
tified by the spectral exponents. β(t) curves are character-
ized by a slightly different behaviour and a high smooth-
ness level, comparable with the previous ones (see Fig. 3).
Indeed, Fig. 4 shows that the β(t) values are mostly dis-
tributed in the range [0.6, 3] probably indicating the pres-
ence of fractional Gaussian noise (fGn) for 0 < β(t) < 1,
and fBm for 1 < β(t) < 3. However, for the CLF and
HER observatories, β(t) emphasize persistent properties
2 < β(t) < 3 around both 20 March and 18 April, and
β(t) ≈ 3 in the region of 6 November, 2001. The smaller
values (β(t) < 2) coincide with peaks probably correlated
to the start of the storm main phase, indicating antipersis-
tence properties. However, as outlined by Richardson and
Zhang (2008), intense storms (Dst < −100 nT), such as
the ones studied in this work, may be more complicated.
The large deviation of the scaling parameter values (Fig. 4)
are indicated at the transition from antipersistent to per-
sistent behaviour, signifying an episode of a disturbed pe-
riod. As mentioned above, this means that if the ampli-
tude of the fluctuations increases in a time interval, it is
likely to continue increasing in the next immediate inter-
val. Thus, the underlying dynamics is governed by a posi-
tive/negative feedback mechanism. Figure 4 also shows the
hourly Dst values revealing the geomagnetic storm and as-
sociated spectral wavelet exponent, outlining the transitions
from antipersistent to persistent behaviour related to storms
around 20 March–18 April, and 6 November, 2001. These
observations are close to those in Balasis et al. (2006) show-
ing that a spectral signature associated with the emergence
of persistency of the Dst time series precedes an intense
storm (here, the storms on 31 March, 2001 and 6 Novem-
ber, 2001, with a minimum Dst of −387 nT and −292 nT,
respectively).

To better assess the potential of the local spectral expo-
nent β(t) to delineate and characterise transitions in mag-
netograms, we also examine the time series accompanying
the intense geomagnetic perturbations that occurred on 29–
30 October, 2003, and 20 November, 2003. We develop this
analysis, using one-minute time series obtained at the CLF,
HER and THL observatories. In this case, the smallest re-
solvable frequency used is fmin = 0.0223 day−1, the largest
is fmax = 724 day−1 and the number of samples is 87840.

2003 Magnetic Storms: 2-month window

Figure 5 shows the scalograms obtained by using contin-
uous wavelet analysis at CLF and HER (middle latitudes)
during 29–30 October, and 20 November, 2003. These
results are also compared with THL (high latitude) data.
These three scalograms exhibit the energy distribution of
the wavelet coefficients in the time-frequency plane. As
stated previously, the wavelet transform consists of calcu-
lating a ‘resemblance index’ between the signal and the
wavelet. If a signal is similar to itself at different scales,
then the ‘resemblance index’, or wavelet coefficients, will
be similar at different scales. We note that disturbance peri-
ods are characterized by higher wavelet coefficients as is the
case for both intense geomagnetic storms of 29–30 October,
and 20 November, 2003. When a geomagnetic storm is un-
der development, the horizontal component of the geomag-
netic field recorded in the magnetograms (see Fig. 6) can be
represented by very roughness functions, and accordingly
the energy of the wavelet coefficients is significantly large.
On the other hand, when the magnetosphere is under quiet
conditions, the wavelet coefficients exhibit very small en-
ergy. One can observe that the magnetic observatory data do
not show the same singularity pattern. This behaviour may
be related to differences in the magnetic coordinates, local
time, ground conductivity and current effects. The scalo-
gram can enable the quiescent and non-quiescent periods
in the horizontal component to be identified independently
of the general signature of the analyzed series. Figure 5
underlines that for a higher-latitude magnetic observatory
(THL), larger energy wavelet coefficients are more frequent
at a high frequency (enhanced by the red color). This is
probably due to the presence of strong ionospheric currents
at high latitudes. For mid-latitude stations (CLF and HER),
the behaviour of the energy coefficients is dominated by low
energy at a low frequency. This indicates an attenuation of
the high-frequency content in the analysed signal provided
by mid-latitude observatories.

We have also investigated the temporal evolution of spec-
tral exponents (Fig. 6). This figure underlines the extraordi-
nary complexity of the geomagnetic time series variations.
For all observatories, the spectral exponents clearly cor-
roborate the fractal pattern of the analysed time series and
their different scaling characteristics. Besides strict local-
ity, the estimated spectral exponents have the advantage of
providing remarkable maps of singularity structures in data.
Various transitions induced by the intense geomagnetic ac-
tivity during this period are better differentiated by β(t)
transitions than the associated magnetograms represented in
Fig. 6. Once again, we observe that the amplitude fluctua-
tions vary with the observatory magnetic coordinates, view-
ing a slight decay in spectral exponent fluctuations towards
lower latitudes (HER compared with THL). For all three
observatories, the exponent value curves appear smoother
from a high to a low latitude, when analyzing data accord-
ing to their geographical locations, with β(t) values in [1,3].
These values confirm that the geomagnetic time series are
qualitatively analogous to fBms. This is expected to lead to
either persistence or antipersistence in the system. Indeed,
as can be distinguished in Fig. 6, the dynamics of the ex-
ponent time series shows a spiky activity when β(t) values
increase indicating a transition to an intense storm. In the
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Fig. 5. Three scalograms revealing the energy distribution of the wavelet coefficients of the horizontal component. The time series start on 1 October,
2003, and comprise storms from October and November 2003. The three observatories are CLF (top), HER (middle) and THL (bottom). The color
scale reflects the increasing energy from blue to violet.

next interval, when β(t) values decrease, the geomagnetic
field activity corresponds to a quiet period. As mentioned
previously, such a rapid change is typical for a system start-
ing a phase transition or attaining a new shape.
4.3 An activity estimator based on the spectral expo-

nent
2003 Magnetic Storms: 3-day window
To better visualise the nature of the transition described

by the temporal evolutions of β(t) curves, we illustrate in
Fig. 7 a zoom covering a period of three days around the
storms of 29–30 October, and 20 November, 2003. For this
analysis, one-minute values are also used. Indeed, rather
than searching for the existence of a correlated behaviour
over the complete geomagnetic time series, we identify a
“local measurement” of the degree of long-range correla-
tions described by variations of the scaling exponent during
an intense geomagnetic storm. We also compare the tempo-
ral history of these storms as measured by magnetograms
and the SYM-H time series. Let us recall that the SYM-
H index, measured in nT, is a ground-based magnetic in-
dex developed to describe geomagnetic disturbance fields at
middle- and low-latitudes with a high-time resolution (Wan-
liss, 2005a; Wanliss and Showalter, 2006). It is the one-
minute high-resolution version of Dst, derived using data
from magnetic observatories close enough to the magnetic
equator, so as not to be influenced by auroral current sys-
tems. The SYM-H index provides an excellent measure of
the large-scale behaviour of the ring current and magnetic
storm dynamics (see Iyemori, 1990).

Figure 7 shows the boundaries between antipersis-
tent/persistent behaviour reflected by the scaling exponent

β(t). For the two observatories, the spectral exponents pic-
ture the detailed features contained in this interval, bearing
a dynamical transition from quiet times to intense storms.

For the SSC on 29 October, 2003, at 06:12 UT, marked by
a vertical dashed line in Fig. 7, the scaling exponent exhibits
a rapid change from an antipersistent to persistent value
∼2.3 at the storm onset as indicated by the transition phase
T1. During the period 09:00 UT–13:00 UT corresponding
to the initial part of the main phase, the exponent decreases
abruptly reaching a minimum value of β(t) ≈ 1. The sec-
ond transition phase T2 of the exponent, beginning at 13:00
UT, is associated with the intense main phase depression
restarted with the decrease of the geomagnetic time series
from 13:00 UT until 24:00 UT. Indeed, the peak intensity in
the disturbance occurred at 24:00 UT to −350 nT in SYM-
H is shown with a gradual increase of the spectral exponents
reaching a maximum value β(t) ≈ 3 at the CLF and HER
observatories. During the recovery phase, the scaling ex-
ponents steadily fluctuate around a mean value β(t) > 2,
indicating that the magnetospheric response to the reduced
solar wind energy input is statistically similar.

The intense storm on 30 October, 2003, at 16:20 UT
marked by a vertical dashed line in Fig. 7 is remarkable in
that the exponent exhibits a phase transition T3 at 20:00 UT
and reaches a value β(t) ≈ 2.5, consistent with the devel-
opment of a sharp main phase (SYM-H ≈ −400 nT) which
commenced at 18:00 UT on 30 October. Another change
of scaling exponent from antipersistent to persistent values,
indicated as transition T4, is observed at 02:00 UT at the
CLF, and 04:00 UT at the HER, observatories, respectively.

Referring to this figure, a sudden increase in the H com-
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Fig. 6. Horizontal component temporal behaviour, as seen by one-minute values, in the CLF, HER and THL observatories during the October–November
2003 time interval and the associated wavelet spectral exponents. The vertical dashed lines show the intense storms of October and November 2003.

ponent is observed at 31 October, for approximately 6 h
with peaks at 05:00 UT and 11:00 UT at the CLF and HER
observatories, and is of noticeable magnitude in the 1-min
SYM-H. This enhancement in the magnetic field is due to
the occurrence of an interplanetary shock at 04:51 UT. Ev-
idence of the ground magnetic variations of the H compo-
nent is clearly marked by the spectral exponents, as shown
by the transient phases T5 and T6 from antipersistent to per-
sistent values around the start of the principal phases, except
for the transition phase T5 at the CLF observatory, which is
characterised by antipersistent behaviour.

It is clear from Fig. 7 that during active intervals, the
SYM-H index reaches large negative values. Variations of
the two spectral exponents exhibiting a relatively sudden
change from a less-correlated to a more-correlated pattern
of multiscale fluctuations at storm onset reflect variations in
the intensity of the ring current dynamics (Wanliss, 2005b).

All these observations are consistent with the powerful
solar flares and CMEs which occurred during October–

November 2003 (Alex et al., 2006). The “Halloween” 2003
magnetic storm (29 October, 2003–31 October, 2003) was a
rare event that provided an ideal set of conditions to exam-
ine magnetospheric/ionospheric responses to the solar wind
(Balasis et al., 2012). The Halloween 2003 storm was a
result of an interaction between a strong solar wind due
to a solar flare and the Earth’s magnetosphere. The solar
flare occurred on 28 October, 2003 at 11:00 UT, accompa-
nied by a massive jet of ionized particles (Farrugia et al.,
2003; Gopalswamy et al., 2005). Another major solar flare
occurred on 29 October that affected the Earth’s magneto-
sphere on 30 October causing magnetic storms, while ef-
fects of the previous eruption still continue and are caus-
ing unusual aurora borealis. The rapid CME from the X10
flare on 29 October at 20:49 UT generated a shock that im-
pacted the Earth’s magnetosphere and gave rise to an en-
hancement in the horizontal component of the geomagnetic
field at 16:20 UT on 30 October, 2003.

The intense event of 20 November, 2003 (corresponding
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Fig. 7. Horizontal component temporal behaviour, as seen by one-minute values, around the storm of 28–29 October (left), and 20–21November, 2003
(right) at CLF and HER, and the associated wavelet spectral exponents. The SYM-H index is also plotted. The vertical dashed lines delineate the
storm onset. Labels T1 to T6 above the scaling exponent indicate the phase transition near the storm onset. Minor ticks on the abscissa equal two-hour
intervals. The horizontal dashed lines indicate the transition from an antipersistent (1 < β < 2) to persistent (2 < β < 3) behaviour of the field.

to day number 51) at 08:03 UT, remarkable in Fig. 7 (right)
as transitions T1 and T2 in the scaling exponent, occurred
in the development of an intense main phase of the storm
as seen in the H component at the CLF and HER obser-
vatories. During the recovery phase the scaling exponents
steadily fluctuate around a mean value β(t) > 2. A grad-
ual decrease of the scaling parameter is observed from 22
November (day 53). It is worth mentioning that with the
SYM-H index characterized by a poor temporal localization
of events, wavelet analysis reveals all transitions accompa-
nied by specific signatures in the temporal scaling of fluc-
tuations in a storm-time geomagnetic time series. Indeed,
transitions T3 at 02:00 UT and T4 at 06:00 UT, respectively,
observed in the scaling exponents, feature small changes in
the SYM-H.

Four Magnetic Storms: 4-day window
It is also worthwhile mentioning that the same analysis

is reproduced for events as those of 15 May, 1997, 14 July,
2000, September 2002 and 7–9 November, 2004, at the two
CLF and HER observatories. A similar behaviour has also
been detected, and other singularities have been found, in
that signal.

As illustrated in Fig. 8(a), the other four storms feature
the same general behaviour; each case features a smaller
scaling exponent decreasing toward 2 preceding the storm

onset, and a progressive increase to a larger value once the
storm has begun. However, this scenario is not exactly
described in the same way by the three observatories.

In the case of the storm of 15 May, 1997, occurring
around 1:58 UT, as shown in Fig. 8(a), the scaling exponent
at the CLF observatory increases, and fluctuates around
the value β(t) ≈ 2.5 during the 6 hours corresponding to
the initial part of the main phase, which is identified with
the SYM-H index. The first peak of the storm, occurring
around 8:10 UT, is outlined by a decreasing value of the
scaling exponent towards 2 followed by a progressive in-
crease to a value β(t) ≈ 2.5 during the main phase of
the storm. For the HER observatory, the phase transition
marked T2 is clearly localized by the scaling exponent, dis-
playing a persistent behaviour reaching a maximum value
of β(t) ≈ 3 at 19:00 UT. The gradual fall of β(t), from
a persistent to an antipersistent regime is observed after 16
May, when the magnetic field at the Earth returns to normal
conditions.

The terrestrial ring current dynamics during the time
interval of 13–18 July, 2000, consists of two small-to-
moderate geomagnetic storms followed by an intense storm.
Extreme geomagnetic activity during this period was caused
by three interplanetary coronal mass ejections (ICME) each
driving interplanetary shocks, the last shock being very
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Fig. 8. Horizontal component temporal behaviour, as seen by one-minute values at the CLF and HER observatories, and associated wavelet spectral
exponents. (a) Storms of 15 May, 1997 (left) and 15 July, 2000 (right). (b) Storms of 7 September, 2002 (top and left) and 14 November, 2004 (right).
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strong and reaching Earth at 14:40 UT on 15 July, as in-
dicated by the variations in the geomagnetic H components
and the SYM-H time series (Fig. 8(a), right). Dashed lines
indicate the onset of the principal geomagnetic events. Note
that the different storm phases are identified according to
the distribution of the SYM-H index. The associated scal-
ing exponents at the CLF and HER observatories shown in
Fig. 8(a) (right) exhibit some transitions from prior to the
storm onset to a rapid jump to close to 3. Compared with
the SYM-H index, the different storm onsets: 09:00 UT 13
July, 15:00 UT 14 July, 14:00 UT 15 July, and 15:00 UT
16 July, are identified simply according to the distribution
of the spectral exponents. In all cases, the storm onsets are
indicated by rapid changes from antipersistent to persistent
values, defining a dynamical phase transition.

As shown in Fig. 8(a) (right) the strong magnetic storm
of 14:00 UT 15 July is clearly described by the scaling
exponents as the first transition phase T1 of the initial main
phase onset around 17:00 UT, followed immediately by
another transition T2 reaching a maximum value of β(t) ≈
3 and maintains this value until 02:00 UT corresponding
to the end of the main phase on May 16. Note that the
transition T3 (beginning at 18:00UT) of the exponent from
an antipersistent to persistent value, β(t) ≈ 3, corresponds
to the decreasing value observed in the magnetograms at the
CLF and HER observatories.

For the storm on 7 September, 2002 (Fig. 8(b) left), spec-
tral exponents β(t) feature an increasing phase T1 around
18:00 UT and reach a maximum value at 00:00 UT on
September 8, coinciding with the period of the main phase
of the storms. Interestingly, the three minimum peak val-
ues clearly noticed on magnetograms, around 11:00 UT
and 22:00 UT on September 8, and around 15:00 UT on
September 9, are indicated by an abrupt increase of β(t),
marked T2–T4 on Fig. 8(b) left.

The intense disturbed period during 7–10 November,
2004 (Wintoft et al., 2005) is characterized by the three
largest magnetic storms (SYM-H < −220 nT) for which
the CLF and HER H-component data were severely dis-
turbed (Fig. 8(b) right). Dashed lines indicate the onset of
the principal geomagnetic events. At the onset of the first
storm, which started around 21:55 UT, the spectral expo-
nents feature a rapid change from a smaller to a larger value
at 22:00 UT, clearly illustrated by the transition T1 at the
CLF and HER observatories. Looking at the details, we
note that this transition coincides with the first part of the
main phase, followed by some fluctuations with an average
value β(t) > 2 until the end of November 8.

On 9 November at the CLF observatory, the scaling expo-
nent increases gradually from an antipersistent to persistent
value immediately after the storm onset around 21:00, as il-
lustrated in Fig. 8(b) right, correlated with the main phase
of the storm. However, at the HER observatory, the spectral
exponent fluctuates around an average value of β(t) ≈ 2.

Again, during the third storm on November 10 (around
10:00 UT), we note that the exponents gradually increase,
reaching a maximum value of β(t) ≈ 3 correlated to the
main phase.

In the case of the THL observatory, the behaviour of
the β(t) exponent curve is not exactly similar to that of

CLF and HER, even though the beginning/end of the storm
are also well indicated by phase transitions T1 for May
97, T1–T4 for July 2000, T1–T2 for October 2003, and
T1 for 4 November, 2003, as illustrated by Fig. 9. All
these transitions of scaling exponents from smaller to larger
values are correlated with intervals containing intense (and
smaller) space storms.

However, the scaling exponent shows no increasing val-
ues at the storm onset for the remaining events (September
2002 and November 2003) of Fig. 9, and it fluctuates with
average values 2 < β(t) < 3 close to the geomagnetic
events.

5. Conclusions
By monitoring the temporal evolution of the fractal spec-

tral characteristics in the geomagnetic time series, we have
found that distinct changes in the associated scaling expo-
nents indicate a transition from a normal low-activity state
to an unusual/high-activity state, related to intense magnetic
storms. The transition is accompanied by a particular sig-
nature of a rapid change in the temporal scaling of fluctu-
ations in a storm-time geomagnetic time series. This in-
dicates the formation of a new dynamical phase consider-
ably more ordered than the background state. This result
is in accordance with the entropy decrease shown by Bal-
asis et al. (2008, 2009). A transition from a random to a
correlated state was actually observed and discussed during
the active periods of storm in the Dst index (Balasis et al.,
2006) and the SYM-H index (Wanliss, 2005a; Wanliss and
Dobias, 2007).

To emphasize the detailed analysis of the scaling expo-
nent behaviour related to the six intense storms of cycle
23, we have focused our results mainly over 3- and 4-day
intervals, comprising each storm. Therefore, the statisti-
cal properties of the long-range correlations described by
the temporal evolution of the scaling exponents are located
around these disturbance periods. This indicates the tran-
sition from antipersistent to persistent statistics around the
beginning of the main phase. This transition is more promi-
nently seen at mid-latitudes (CLF and HER observatories)
than at high latitudes (THL observatory). This can be at-
tributed to the presence of auroral currents that influence
geomagnetic variations at high latitudes.

Other studies also indicate the existence of two differ-
ent regimes in the dynamics of the magnetosphere. Sit-
nov et al. (2001) suggested that substorm dynamics re-
sembles second-order phase transitions, while magnetic
storms reveal features of first-order non-equilibrium tran-
sitions. The antipersistency/persistency meet well the
second-order/first-order phase transition, correspondingly.
The shape of the scaling exponent curves in Figs. 6, 7 and
8 features the dynamics of the time series complexity close
to its instability. This transition is indicated by the change
from β(t) < 2 prior to the storm onset and β(t) > 2 for
some time after the onset. These observations are consistent
with conclusions obtained by Alava (2003), Chang et al.
(2003, 2004), Balasis et al. (2006), and Wanliss and Dobias
(2007). The obvious presence of fractal scaling behaviour at
all times, and the variation in scaling exponents from quiet
to active intervals, suggest that the non-equilibrium mag-
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Fig. 9. Horizontal component temporal behaviour, as seen by one-minute values at the THL observatory, and associated wavelet spectral exponents.
From top-left (1st column) to bottom-right (2nd column) are shown in chronological order the events of 15 May, 1997, 15 July, 2000, 7 September,
2002, October, 2003, 4 November, 2003 and 20 November, 2003.

netosphere system, represented by time series fluctuations,
exists in a critical configuration.

Whilst prior to the onset of a storm the nonlinear scal-
ing exponent usually decreases in antipersistent behaviour
with time, storm onset results in a remarkable change with
the emergence of persistent properties. Transition to a more
ordered state, as the magnetic storm peak approaches, re-
sults in a higher-scaling exponent, indicating a higher or-
ganization, or lower entropy, of the Earth’s magnetosphere
system around magnetic storms. The emergence of long-
range correlations, i.e. the appearance of memory effects,
implies a multi-time-scale communal activity of numerous
activated units. Following Chang (1999) and Consolini and
Chang (2001, 2002), these observations suggest that under
the influence of the solar wind, the magnetosphere can be
considered to be in a globally non-equilibrium critical state.

Finally, this study indicates that the dynamics in the mag-
netosphere can be characterised in more detail when high-
resolution data are used and more objective mathematical
tools are applied. The estimation of the persistence charac-

ter of the magnetic field fluctuations linked to the magnetic
storms can be proposed as an indicator for forecasting mag-
netic activity. This is an ongoing study to assess the robust-
ness of the approach by considering a larger raw dataset.
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